
Year of
manufacture:

Type:

Make: REISHAUER

RZ 400

2001

840 DControl:

Country of origin: Switzerland

Delivery time: September 2015

Freight basis: ex warehouse

Gear Grinding MachineMachine:

Description:

The REISHAUER RZ 400 is in top condition. The RZ 400 achieves a grinding quality of DIN 4. The machine is in state-of-
the-art, offering the from REISHAUER  invented continuous generating gear grinding. It is free of any defects and is
equipped with latest Sinumerik 840 D control.

The new continuous-generating-gear-grinding system is characterized  by:
- high flexibility in generating different gear tooth geometry and gear tooth modifications
- very short idle times at short grinding times
- easy changeover , quick setup times, low tooling costs, ease of maintenance

The CNC control combines high user friendliness for nearly any conceivable geometry as well as grinding and dressing
technology in order to improve quality and profitability. Part of this is a on-screen diagnostic system and a REISHAUER
hard- and software for the electronic gear box with extremely good suppression of disturbances and rigidity of the servo
drives for all simultaneous operating axes.

Attachments:
- Measuring system: metric and inch, Languages: German and English
- Automatic dressing compensation of the grinding worm, shift and tooth modification are CNC controlled, e.g. taper, crown,
 - CNC control: Siemens 840 D

Until August 2015 the machine is still to be seen in production at the pre-owners workshop.

Technical Details:

mm400max. wheel diameter

mm250gear width

8max. module

0,5min. module

mm10min. wheel diameter

5min. number of teeth

1000max. number of teeth

A205total power requirement

Stck.2meshing probe

Accessories

Errors in dimension, appurtenance and technical data accepted!
Subject to prior sale!
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Technical Details:

Stck.1workpiece loading system with gripper

Stck.1HOFFMANN filtering- and cooling device

Stck.1REISHAUER dressing device with OD dresser

Stck.1tailstock

Stck.oil thrower

Price: (ex location, unpacked, uninsured, f.o.t.)                                                    € ______________________,-

Errors in dimension, appurtenance and technical data accepted!
Subject to prior sale!
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